Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) using droplet microfluidics occasionally 11 produces transcriptome data representing more than one cell. These technical artifacts are 12 caused by cell doublets formed during cell capture and occur at a frequency proportional to the 13 total number of sequenced cells. The presence of doublets can lead to spurious biological 14 conclusions, which justifies the practice of sequencing fewer cells to limit doublet formation rates. 15
INTRODUCTION 26
Since its introduction nearly a decade ago, scRNA-seq has been used to elucidate 27 previously unknown cell types and reconstruct developmental dynamics among heterogeneous 28 cell populations (Human Cell Atlas Consortium, 2017) . At first, scRNA-seq workflows were 29 limited to tens to hundreds of cells which hindered data interpretation due to batch effects and 30 low statistical power (Stegle et al., 2016) . Today, sequencing thousands to hundreds of 31 thousands of cells is routine due to the advent of droplet microfluidics and nanowell-based 32 sequencing strategies (Macosko et al., 2015; Klein et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2017; Gierahn et 33 al., 2017; Takara Bio USA, 2018) . These techniques rely on a Poisson loading strategy to 34 compartmentalize individual cells and mRNA capture beads before cell lysis, mRNA capture, 35 and transcript barcoding via reverse transcription. Since cells are captured randomly, the 36 proportion of droplets containing >1 cell -known as doublets -scales linearly across an 37 experimentally-relevant range of input cell concentrations (10X Genomics, 2017), justifying the 38 practice of limiting the number of sequenced cells to minimize doublet formation rates. 39
The confounding effects of doublets in scRNA-seq data are well-appreciated (Ilicic et al., 40 2016) . However, genomic and cellular barcoding techniques for identifying doublets have only 41 recently been developed (Stoeckius et al., 2017; Kang et al., 2018; Gehring et al., 2018; Guo et 42 al., 2018; Rosenberg et al., 2018) . In one such strategy, distinct samples receive unique 43 oligonucleotide barcodes delivered by conjugation to antibodies targeting broadly expressed 44 cell-surface antigens. When the barcoded pools are combined and sequenced, doublets can be 45 identified according to the co-occurrence of orthogonal cell 'hashtags' (Stoeckius et al., 2017) . 46
In a second strategy, doublets in a pooled population of cells from different individuals are 47 identified by a computational pipeline, Demuxlet, which facilitates doublet inference based on 48 the co-occurrence of mutually-exclusive SNP profiles (Kang et al., 2018) . 49
By detecting doublets, both Demuxlet and Cell Hashing minimize technical artifacts while 50 enabling users to "superload" droplet microfluidics devices for increased scRNA-seq throughput. 51
However, both methods have limitations. First, neither method can identify doublets formed from 52 identically-barcoded cells. Second, neither method is universally applicable across experimental 53 systems, since Demuxlet requires genetically distinct samples and Cell Hashing requires unique 54 antibody-oligonucleotide conjugate panels for the cell types and species of interest. Third, 55 neither method can be used to analyze existing scRNA-seq datasets. For these reasons, 56 computational methods for defining doublets based on gene expression patterns alone are 57 highly desirable. 58
Here, we present DoubletFinder, a computational doublet detection tool that relies solely 59 on gene expression data. Beginning with the observation that doublets cluster separately from 60 singlets in high-dimensional gene expression space (Stoeckius et al., 2017; Kang et al., 2018) , 61
we reasoned that real doublets would cluster together with synthetic doublets formed by 62 averaging the expression data of two real cells. By merging artificial doublets with existing 63 scRNA-seq data, we can distinguish doublets from singlets according to the proportion of 64 artificial nearest neighbors (pANN) for each real cell in gene expression space. Thresholding the 65 resulting pANN distribution to match the expected number of doublets provides an accurate 66 metric for doublet prediction that can be applied to any scRNA-seq dataset. 67
68

RESULTS
69
DoubletFinder predicts doublets more accurately than nUMIs: Existing strategies for identifying 70 doublets using gene expression features primarily rely on two sources of information. First, since 71 the total number of captured mRNA molecules is expected to be greater for doublets than 72 singlets, doublets are commonly excluded by thresholding cells with high numbers of unique 73 molecular identifiers (nUMIs; Islam et al., 2014; Ziegenhain et al., 2017) . While intuitively 74 appealing, technical variability in mRNA capture efficiency and biological variability in mRNA 75 content limits the utility of nUMI-based doublet predictions (Stoeckius et al., 2017) . In a second 76 strategy, doublets are removed from scRNA-seq data by identifying groups of cells exhibiting 77 (Stoeckius et al., 2017; Kang et al., 2018) , we reasoned that cells called as singlets via Cell 126
Hashing, that nonetheless co-cluster with high-confidence doublets, are actually false-negatives 127 derived from identically-barcoded cells. Two main predictions follow from this line of reasoning. 128
First, if the putative false negatives are truly doublets, then they should exhibit gene expression 129 patterns associated with distinct cell types. In line with this prediction, Cell Hashing-defined 130 doublets and singlets in the highlighted region express marker genes for both B cells and NK 131 cells (Fig. 2B ) -hematopoietic cell types that do not share a common progenitor in peripheral 132 blood. Second, since false negative cells would be associated with the combined barcodes of 133 two cells, the nUMI counts for the most abundant barcode should be significantly higher in false 134 negatives than high-confidence doublets. Moreover, since false negatives would not be 135 associated with high levels of multiple barcodes, the second most abundant barcode should be 136 similar to high-confidence singlets and significantly lower relative to high-confidence doublets. 137
Statistical analysis supports these predictions (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 10 -13 ; Fig. 2C ). 138
Collectively, these results demonstrate that DoubletFinder robustly recapitulates doublet 139 assignments and accurately predicts Cell Hashing false-negatives. 140 141 DoubletFinder predicts Demuxlet doublets and identifies putative false-positives: To test whether 142 DoubletFinder performance is sensitive to changes in the number of sequenced cells and 143 sequencing depth, we applied DoubletFinder to the Demuxlet dataset. In addition to having more 144 cells than the Cell Hashing data, the average number of UMIs (2408 vs 676) and genes (837 vs 145 376) per cell is also greater in the Demuxlet data. In line with our previous results, visual 146 comparison of real and predicted doublets using t-SNE illustrates that DoubletFinder 147 successfully identifies all doublet-enriched regions in gene expression space (Fig. 2D) . 148
As with our Cell Hashing comparison, there were a number of regions in gene expression 149 space where DoubletFinder predictions differed from Demuxlet classifications. Specifically, there 150 were many DoubletFinder-defined doublets called as singlets by Demuxlet that give doublet-151 enriched clusters the 'speckled' appearance discussed above. Moreover, in contrast to the Cell 152
Hashing comparison, there was a subset of cells classified as doublets by Demuxlet and singlets 153 using DoubletFinder (Fig. 2D, insets) . Interestingly, the majority of these discordant calls are 154 scattered amongst high-confidence singlet clusters in gene expression space. This observation 155 can be explained by two alterative models. In one model, these discordant calls are caused by 156 homotypic doublets -i.e., doublets formed from cells of the same type -which presumably have 157 a similar transcriptional profile to singlets and, thus, would be more difficult for DoubletFinder to 158 detect relative to heterotypic doublets. Alternatively, the discordant calls are due to false-positive 159 integrating artificial doublets into real data and computing the pANN for every real cell. We have 193
shown that DoubletFinder distinguishes real doublets from singlets better than nUMIs in the Cell 194
Hashing dataset. Moreover, we demonstrate that DoubletFinder accurately predicts doublets for 195 two independent PBMC scRNA-seq datasets of different sizes and sequencing depths. As these 196 are the only publically available data with empirically-defined doublets, it is unclear whether 197 DoubletFinder will require further optimization for scRNA-seq datasets describing different 198 tissues or biological systems. We have also shown that DoubletFinder identifies false-negative 199 and putative false-positive doublet classifications present in these datasets, which supports the 200 use of DoubletFinder in concert with Cell Hashing, Demuxlet, and other barcoding approaches. 201
Finally, we demonstrate that DoubletFinder performs robustly with pANN thresholding strategies 202 that differed by >5000 cells (Fig. 1D ). This suggests that DoubletFinder can be applied in 203 experimental contexts where doublet formation rates differ significantly from industry estimates 204 -e.g., clumpy single-cell suspensions or especially cohesive cell types. Collectively, 205
DoubletFinder represents a fast, easy-to-use doublet detection strategy that will aid the single-206 cell genomics community in data analysis and enable high-throughput scRNA-seq technologies 207
to be utilized to their fullest potential. 208
209
MATERIALS & METHODS 210
DoubletFinder Overview: Artificial doublets were generated from raw UMI count matrices via 211 random sampling of cell expression profiles without replacement before pre-processing using 212 the 'Seurat' R package, as described previously (Butler et al., 2018) . Notably, no sources of 213 variation were regressed out of the merged data before PCA, and the top 10 PCs -chosen via 214 inflection point estimation on the corresponding elbow plot -were used to define the Euclidean 215 distance matrix using the 'dist' R function. 
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